Historical documentation of right-of-way widths on the proposed Northern Pass burial
route; Bethlehem, Sugar Hill, Franconia, Easton and Woodstock.
The Northern Pass proposed central 52 mile burial route begins where the existing Eversource
115kV line crosses Route 302 in Bethlehem, opposite Baker Pond. From here Route 302 is an
unknown layout to the intersection of the road through the Rocks Estate, along route 302, south
along Route 18/116 to 44.2731, -71.7429.
From these coordinates on 18/116 to the Bethlehem/Sugar Hill line the road was re-laid out 2
rods wide.
From the Sugar Hill line to Gilmanton Hill Rd. the road was re-laid out at 2 rods wide.
From Gilmanton Hill Rd. to Franconia Iron Foundry the road layout appears to have been re-laid
out 3 rods wide. (see pg. 23.)
From the Iron Foundry to the Meeting House, the layout was 2 rods, from the Meeting House
south on Route 116 to the Easton border, the road was laid out 3 rods wide, with recent takings
for the bridge over the Gale River.
From Easton Franconia border south 88 rods on Route 116 the road was laid out in 1804 at an
unspecified width. (Width on the ground to here will be determined from the width of Paine Rd.
north end, this being the most preserved portion of the original 1804 layout.)
From this location: 303 rods laid out four rods wide, 14 rods laid out at 40’, 104 rods laid out at
four rods, for the next 710 rods the width is: to Stephen Kinsman saw mill, present Easton
Town Hall, 40’. From here to the top of the rise south of Gibson Rd. intersection, the road 40’,
from here for 55 rods the road is 3 rods, from here to Paine Rd. intersection the layout is
unknown, from Paine Rd. intersection to Slide Brook, the layout is unknown, from here to the
end of the 710 rod section the road layout width was not stated
From the end of the 710 rod section to the intersection of Routes 116 and 112 the layout was
four rods.
From 112 east to Woodstock border, the road layout was 3 rods, with substantial portions
“upgraded” and taken by DOT.
From the Easton/Woodstock border to 60’ from the northeast end of the bridge crossing the
Moosilauke River the road was laid out 3 rods wide.
From 60’ from the northeast end of the bridge crossing the Moosilauke River to the intersection
with Route 3, the road was laid out three rods wide.
This documentation is based on three types of evidence: 1.) Historical road layouts, (Appendix
1), 2.) Historical references to roads, (Appendix 2), 3.) physical and photographic evidence
(Appendix 3.)
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Above: Road layouts in central Easton to Franconia border and north.
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Appendix 1:  1871 2 & 3 rod layout (Littleton,) Bethlehem. Lisbon, Franconia
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1797 2 rod layout from Franconia Iron Works to Easton (Lincoln) line.
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1797 3 rod layout from Landaff to line of Lincoln (Easton) (#5):
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1802: #13” To see if the town will vote to discontinue the following highways viz; one beginning
at the highway that leads from Esqr. Webbers to Mr. E. Eatons near Mr. Ezra Chandlers thence
running Easterly by the house of Esqr. Edmond as formerly laid out and described until is meets
the road that leads from Mr. Isaac Coles to Lincoln. (Landaff town records.)
1804: #6. To see if the Town will lay out a road from Nathan Kinsmans in Lincoln to Coventry
Bridge in Landaff through a part of the Town of Landaff agreeable to the request of the
Selectmen of Lincoln. Voted for the Selectmen of Landaff to lay out a road from Coventry
Bridge, so called, to Lincoln line. (Landaff town records)
1813: To see if the town will lay out a road from Stephen Kinsmans mill to Joseph Jackman’s in
Landaff. (dismissed) p. 300 (Landaff town records)
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1833 intermittent 4 rod layout Franconia to Haverhill
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1838 3 rod layout from Franconia to Easton (Landaff) line.
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1804 Layout from Easton (Lincoln) Franconia line through Easton (Lincoln) to Landaff line (now
Easton.:
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1811 40’ layout from where 1804 layout crossed Kendall Brook, to Stephen Kinsman’s saw mill.
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1855 3 rod re-route south of present Gibson Rd.
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1840 layout Woodstock, 3 rods.
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1835 3 rod layout 112/116 intersection east to Woodstock (Peeling) /Easton (Landaff) border.
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1829 3 rod layout from Jackman Cemetery east to present Route 3 intersection and west
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1905 transferral of Lost River Road to the State.
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1918 4 rod layout Littleton, Bethlehem, Lisbon, Franconia. Petition of Simon Oakes, et. al.
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1797 2 rod layout Franconia to Lincoln (Easton.)
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1859: Abandonment of road from John Gray’s barn, possibly original road to Lincoln.
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1786: Landaff Proprietors Records, town paid 3 pounds for 10 days of work “looking out and
Cutting a road into Lincoln…” (Landaff Town Records)

1787: 3 rod layout “...beginning at a birch tree marked H. standing about 25 rods easterly of
Stephen Rice’s dwelling house, thence running as the path is now trod by Samuel Marshal and
Capt. Nathaniel Noyes to the line of Lincoln.” Return of roads. (Oscar Jewell Compilation.)
1792: road proposed from Landaff to Lincoln (Easton) over Old Kinsman Notch, by Bog Pond
and to places south. “...by James Snow’s to Nathan Kinsman as the road is now trod.” (Oscar
Jewell Compilation)
1802: #13” To see if the town will vote to discontinue the following highways viz; one beginning
at the highway that leads from Esqr. Webbers to Mr. E. Eatons near Mr. Ezra Chandlers thence
running Easterly by the house of Esqr. Edmond as formerly laid out and described until is meets
the road that leads from Mr. Isaac Coles to Lincoln. (Landaff Town Records)
1804: #6. To see if the Town will lay out a road from Nathan Kinsmans in Lincoln to Coventry
Bridge in Landaff through a part of the Town of Landaff agreeable to the request of the
Selectmen of Lincoln. Voted for the Selectmen of Landaff to lay out a road from Coventry
Bridge, so called, to Lincoln line. (Landaff Town Records)
1828: “We the subscribers have laid out a road THREE RODS WIDE, beginning at Bemsley
Edwards Jr. house, running easterly on the way which is now trod to the westerly line of
Stephen Kinsmans farm, thence a straight line to the main road to a stake about five rods north
of the run which is north of said Kinsman’s house.” (Oscar Jewell Compilation) Book 2, p. 305
1828: “Nov.6, 1828. Road laid out 3 rods wide beginning at Benj. Eastmans in Landaff thence
running N 14 degrees W 68 rods thence N 47 degrees 16 rods thence near the Easterly branch
of the River about 100 rods thence S 75 degrees E 32 rods thence N 10 degrees 10 rods to the
road as now trod by Peter Kinsmans in Landaff.” (Oscar Jewell Compilation) Vol. 2, p. 322

Appendix 2. Historical references to roads:
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Below: deed locating 1804 road layout, Easton.
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Above deed: “….the land which the said Joshua Kendall now lives on and is bounded as
followeth, viz, it begins at a stake and stones on the road that leads from Lincoln to Franconia,
thence westerly to a stake and stones on the easterly side of said lot no. two in the second
range, thence westerly to a stake and stones, thence northerly to a stake and stones, thence
westerly a parallel line with the north line of said lot numbered two in the second range, until it
comes to lot no. two in the first range, thence southardly on said lot no. two in the first range
until it comes to lot no. three in the second range, thence easterly on lot no. three in the second
range until it comes to the aforesaid road, thence northerly on said road to the first mentioned
bounds...” April 22, 1811 53/154
57/44: Reuben Kendall to Jon'a Tuttle also references this road: “...beginning at a stake and
stones at the brook near the middle of lot No two and third range Willard's survey at the road
leading from Franconia to Mr. Nathan Kinsman's, thence southerly on said road...” 1812
also 55/154: Ephraim Kendall to Reuben Kendell “… beginning at a stake and stones at the
brook near the middle of lot no. two and third range at the road leading from Franconia to Nr. N.
Kinsmans, thence southerly on said road to the line of lot No. two in the second range. Thence
eastwardly to the southeastwardly corner of Lot No. two in the third range. Thence northerly on
said lot to the North branch of said Brook. Thence westerly on said brook to the first mentioned
bounds.”
1798: Nathan Kinsman to Stephen Kinsman: “...lying in Lincoln and Landaff, that parts of lot 5 in
the first and second range which layeth the northerly side of Landaff and Franconia Road, and
Lot 1, Range 1.” 46/361
1831: Deed locating Stephen Kinsman Saw Mill: Stephen Kinsman to Charles Eastman,
mortgage;
“…all my home farm on which I now reside having my dwelling house, barn and outhouses
thereon containing about 150 acres, bounded northerly by Mrs. Royce farm, easterly by John
Howland's Tuttle farm, southerly by Timothy Shattuck farm, westerly by Benjamin Knights farm ,
excepting about 3 acres where the saw mill is, deeded by me to Simeon Spooner...” 126/251
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“To the road leading to my saw mill” Stephen Kinsman 1811
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Appendix 3: On the ground and photographic documentation of ROW widths.

Above: Present routes 116/18, Franconia, approaching the Gale River, south of Coffin
Pond.
Below: Route 116 just north of present Bickford Hill Rd.
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Above: part of the extensive Morse Mill foundation. Visible foundations begin 30'
from the center of the road. Route 116, Easton.
Right:
Solomon
Bowles
foundation, 30’
from road
center visible
behind it.
In WMNF,
Route 116
south of
Swamp Brook,
Easton.
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Above: Note the fence behind the five people in the photograph, indicating private land in front
of the house.
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Above: Kendall house on present Paine Rd., Easton. Note the fence in front of
the house and barn. The layout for Paine Rd. (1804, width not stated) continued
south to present Route 116. Widths here from wall to wall approx. 30’- 45’.
Below, same location looking south (right.)
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B.K.
Eastman stone wall, running northerly for ¼ mile approx. 12’ from the east side of
Route 116, (white line) from Paine Road southern junction north to Kempton Rd.
Layout here is unknown.
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Below: fenceline approximately 6’ from the edge of the road. Route 116 just
south of Gibson Rd.

Note how close
Young’s Store is
to the road, and
the fencing
running south
from it and in front
of the houses
invisible on the
left, above. Note
also picket fence
in front of Stephen
Kinsman house
(extant) on right.
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Above: Former Ebenezer Eastman house and the house that occupied the site of
the present Town Hall, looking west across Route 116. Note the fences between
the houses and the road. Below: Young’s Store. Note how close the store is to
the road (Rt. 116.) Existing foundation stones 17’ from road center.
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Above: Close-up of the Stephen Kinsman house, Young’s Store and Route 116.
Left: Route 116
looking south
toward present
Thibeault
house at
northern
junction of
Paine Road
and Route 116.
Note stone wall
on right and
fenceline on
left.
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Below: Route 116 looking toward present Thibeault house.

Left: Darvid barn,
Easton, looking
east, with Route
116 behind it.
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Stanley Darvid and barn, Easton, looking west. Photo taken from the road. Note the distance
between the fence line and barn.
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Darvid house, Easton, 1940s. Route 116 as it was before pavement encroachment.

Left:
former
Grey
Farm,
opposite
Darvid
Farm.
Note
fence line
close to
116.
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Left: Anna and Stanely Darvid in front of former barn, just south of present barn on Route 116,
Easton.
Right: Anna Darvid and dog on present Route 116, in front of barn shown at left.
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Below: 1942; Leighton girls opposite present parking lot for Kinsman Trail, Route
116 behind them. Note the fence line behind them running completely across the
photo, very close to the road, especially to the left in the photo. The pullout to
their left is on the DOT Permit Package. This area is north of the Maxwell place
and not superceded by the 1833 layout of 4 rods.
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Franconia, view of Route 116 taken across the road from the Franconia Inn,
looking south.
Note fence lines on both sides of Route 116.

Below: proposed route in Franconia looking north. Note fence lines close to road which is
narrower than the present road. (photo from History of Franconia, Sarah Welch.)
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Above: post and barbed wire which runs for almost half a mile along Paine Rd,
Easton. This road is part of the 1804 layout that began at the Lincoln (Easton)/
Franconia border and includes the 88 rod section running south from there that
was not superceded by the 1833 4-rod layout.
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Left:
proposed
Route,
Franconia.

Below:
View from
Wildwood Inn
across Route
112/Lost
River Road.
Private land.
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Above: Barbed wire on the back side of a large pine very close to Route 116, just

south of Gibson Rd. and north of 3-rod section.

When the tree was smaller the wire was even closer to the road. The pavement
width in many sections of Route 116 has been expanded by DOT without
knowledge of the road width. The prescriptive width of 10’ - 15’ beyond the
existing pavement is inaccurate in such locations.
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Above: Center Easton, evidence on the ground.
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1932 bridge specifications, Ham Branch crossing near Easton Town Hall. Note “Old foundation
of house destroyed by flood.”

1933 Bridge specifications, Ham Branch, Easton (upstream from the bridge shown above..)
Note: “2-12” elms”, “2-10” elms” and “24” elm” close to road, and barbed wire.
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Above: Close up of previous image. Trees may well have been planted, or left to be ornamental.
Road width is 1933, unpaved, narrower than the existing road.

Kris Pastoriza, April 12, 2017

Note: Campbell McLaren’s property survey with a property boundary 1 ½ rods from the center
line of Route 116 is not a definition of the road ROW. Charles Young, who had this boundary set
in his survey of the property, had an eccentric nature which extended to his surveying, as shown
in the boundary of this property at the top of the slope above the Ham Branch. It is exceedingly
unlikely that he was acting on knowledge of the ROW, which is obscure. Previous deeds for this
property simply name the road as the property boundary on that side. The majority of the private
property markers along the route were set without knowledge of the ROW. The placement of
these markers varies widely in distance from the center of the road, as can be seen on the
Northern Pass DOT Permit Packages.

This work is based on data compiled over ten years. I have a B.A. from Wellesley College. I
co-authored several submissions to the Section 106 review for Northern Pass, researched and
wrote the application for the listing of the Ham Branch Watershed to the New Hampshire Rivers
Management and Protection Program and a historical supplement to this application, and have
written numerous submissions to the NH Site Evaluation Committee.
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Encroachments:

Above: 40’ section of Route 116 in Easton shown at 66’. John Vail property.
Below: encroachment on Campbell McLaren’s land and John Farrell’s barn and property. ROWs
here 40’ and 3 rods, not 66’ as shown. Easton
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Above: Encroachment on Bode Miller property. 1804 layout of undefined width here, not 66'.
Below: Anna and Anthony Darvid, property under Conservation Easement with SPNHF on both
sides of the road. Incorrect 66' easement with work space and passing lane encroaching on
their land. Route 116 here is within the undefined 710 rod section not covered in the 1833 4 rod
layout.
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Encroachments on Franconia Main Street, original 2 rod layout. ROW shown as 66’.
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Above: Encroachment on Peter Grote property. ROW layout here 3 rods. ROW shown as 66’.

Encroachment on historical resources, 3 rod layout, road shown as 66’-100’ in this section.
There are 33 locations where the ROW line in the DOT Permit Packages for Route 3 crosses
through structures or passes within feet of them.
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Quarried stone 20’ from road center, Route 116, Easton, near Stephen Kinsman’s Saw Mill site.

